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This Journal aims at providing
news about ICPAR activities and
other related important news
about the professional accounting
profession. The objective is to
share news, experiences, good

practices; lessons learned among
the accounting fraternity.
Comments and opinions can be
submitted to ICPAR:
info@icparwanda.com

dIScLaImEr
Views expressed in the journal are not necessarily those of the institute, management
and employees.
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Foreword

A

s part of our commitment to regularly update you on the institute’s past and current activities, here is the 14th quarterly
issue, which is the last for 2020.
We wish to extend our gratitude to all our members and stakeholders who have remained instrumental during the challenges that we are all
facing in these unprecedented times of the pandemic. The impact and the challenges are still
ahead of us, so we need to ensure that we work
together in this fight. The health and well-being
of our stakeholders remains our top priority in
these difficult times, and as we aim to halt further spread of Covid-19, we encourage you to
continue adhering to the Ministry of Health and
other authorities’ guidelines.

2020 has not been an easy year, despite
but all odds, the institute has must
continue to ensure that all stakeholders,
are facilitated including members,
and students are supported. We have
numerous resources available to you
through our website and our social
media platforms to keep you informed
of the new latest developments and
strategies. To further support you, we
initiated a virtual platform to host our
webinars to which some of you managed
to attend – we thank you! And we
request that please visit our 2020 CPD
Calendar on our website to choose which
events would be more appropriate for
you attend.

iCPAR QuARTERly bullETin

We would like to express our gratitude to the
tireless efforts of the Governing Council’s tireless efforts, as well as to all ICPAR Commissions
and Committees for the great support rendered
during these tough times. A special mention
goes to the Professional Standards Committee
(PSC), which started their work this year and
contributed to the following three Exposure
Drafts: Proposed Revisions to the Non-Assurance Services Provisions of the Code (of ethics)
by IESBA; Public Consultation on Proposed
Guidance: Extended External Reporting (EER)
Assurance; and ED on General Presentation and
Disclosure - IAS 1. Your immense contribution
is not limited to ICPAR’s SMO Compliance program, but also to the high quality performance
of professional accountants and strengthening
the accountancy profession’s role worldwide.
2020 has not been an easy year, despite but all
odds, the institute has must continue to ensure
that all stakeholders, are facilitated including
members, and students are supported. We have
numerous resources available to you through
our website and our social media platforms to
keep you informed of the new latest developments and strategies. To further support you,
we initiated a virtual platform to host our we-
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binars to which some of you managed to attend
– we thank you! And we request that please visit
our 2020 CPD Calendar on our website to choose
which events would be more appropriate for you
attend.
While the restrictions on hotels appears to have
been lifted, guidelines for staying healthy will be
adhered to and include social distancing. The
usual physical training and workshops may be affected by Covid-19. Because of this, the Institute is
considering hosting this event virtually this year.
Further details will be shared soon.
Covid-19 should not interfere with the commitment
towards lifelong learning. This is why the institute
immediately embraced the use of ICT to continue
with its obligations. In addition to online webinars
which have already been scheduled, the institute
worked with the Association of International Certified Professional Accountants, an international
professional organization that is affiliated with the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
(“AICPA”) and the Chartered Institute of Management Accountants (“CIMA”) and signed an Agreement with ICPAR, to provide Online learning and
training which includes Continuous Professional
Development (CPD) Courses. Again, this is to ensure that the institute continues to support the continuous learning journey.
For students, in addition to the online support extended by our media channels, we wish to encourage you to prepare for your December 2020 exams
by reading the uploaded learning materials on the
ICPAR website .You may also book your exams on
ICPAR in time to allow us to prepare in a prompt
and effective manner. Other projects that the institute has undertaken have continued to take shape,
including a revamp of the CPA, which will complement remote learning from our accredited tuition
providers.
The institute is always on alert for ways to further
support you as examination dates approach.. We
wish you the best of luck!
Please be reminded that the late registration deadline is September 15, 2020. Logistical issues may
arise because of social distancing and adhering to
issued guidelines to halt the further spread of the
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Covid-19 should not interfere with the
commitment towards lifelong learning.
This is why the institute immediately
embraced the use of ICT to continue
with its obligations. In addition to
online webinars which have already
been scheduled, the institute worked
with the Association of International
Certified Professional Accountants,
an international professional
organization that is affiliated with
the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants (“AICPA”) and the
Chartered Institute of Management
Accountants (“CIMA”) and signed an
Agreement with ICPAR, to provide
Online learning and training which
includes Continuous Professional
Development (CPD) Courses.
Covid-19, including the need to determine qualifying examination centers. please endeavor to
book your exams in good time to allow us prepare
promptly and effectively.
Other projects that the institute is undertaking
have continued to take shape including the CPA
revamp – a competency-based qualification that
is locally relevant and internationally recognized
with a pathway in PFM; and Integrated MIS – in line
with the ICPAR ICT blueprint, each would facilitate
the institute to move up to speed with the needed
technological advancements, among other initiatives.
I would like to remind members, including Practitioners, to renew their membership, in goodtime.
The deadline for receiving renewal forms on Practicing Certificates is 1st December. Renewed Certificates shall be issued by 15th December.
Lastly, on behalf of the entire ICPAR secretariat and
on my own behalf I wish everyone happy holidays
as this is the last issue of the year, albeit insipidly.
Amin Miramago
ICPAR CEO | SG
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Who is who
Career
Advancement
Announcement
CPA Stephen
Sang

S

tephen Sang has been promoted to a Partner (Assurance) at EY Rwanda Kigali office. He is a Certified Public Accountant (CPA) and a member of the Institute of
Certified Public Accountant of Rwanda (ICPAR) and Kenya
(ICPAK). Stephen holds a Bachelor Bachelor of Commerce
(Accounting) from Catholic University of Eastern Africa.
Stephen has over 18 years audit experience covering various sectors of the economy including financial services,
manufacturing, agriculture, Public Sector, energy
and utilities, and donor-funded projects.
He is currently the Chair of the ICPAR
Financial Reporting Awards for the
best financial statements in terms
of Presentation and Disclosure
and was a committee member
on review of ICPAR legal and
governance framework by
World Bank ‘’Reports on the
Observance of Standards
and Codes’’ (ROSC).
Besides professional work
he enjoys spending time with
family and watching football.

iCPAR QuARTERly bullETin
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Why Study
Accounting
in Rwanda

A

7

Author:
Joseph Rukara Ssali
Ag. Director of
Strategy and
Institutional
Sustainability

The role of accounting is to track
the finances of a business in its various forms. Accountants prepare
and review financial information,
which in turn is used by business
executives and investors in making decisions. They make sure the
business finances are correct, and
finance books are balanced. Rwanda was ranked the most competitive place for business deals in the
East African Region, and second in
Africa in the Global Competitiveness report of the World Economic Forum 2017-2018. Studying

accounting in Rwanda is setting
yourself on a healthy career path.

A publication of the Institute of Certified Public Accountants of Rwanda
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ccounting is a fundamental
element of every business.
It is the profession in demand as it is linked to providing
accountability, control, and stability to the business’ finances. As
long as businesses continue to exist, the accounting profession will
always remain important. Further,
the accounting profession is exceptionally versatile, and students
can have many career options
after graduating. Accounting is
therefore considered “a career for
life.”

Reasons why you
should consider
studying accounting
in Rwanda Good
employment
prospects.
Career outlooks in Rwanda for accounting students now look better than ever. While the need for
accountants is on the rise in the
country, the need will grow even
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more in the near future. According
to a study by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, the profession will
grow by 10% between 2016 and
2026.
Graduates of accountancy in
Rwanda will benefit from high
employment prospects. There is
no likelihood of shortages of accountancy jobs, which ensures job
security. The niches in accounting
include audit, tax, management,
financial analysis, consulting, forensic accounting, and financial
planning.

Accreditation:
Rwanda has, in the last decade,
been systematically aligning its
accounting profession with international best practice standards,

iCPAR QuARTERly bullETin

through ICPAR. ICPAR was established in 2008 as the sole professional accountancy organization
mandated to grow and regulate
the accountancy profession in the
country.
ICPAR was admitted as an associate member of the International
Federation of Accountants (IFAC)
in 2012 after having existed for
just four years. Once you complete
the accounting course, you are accredited to associate membership
with the professional bodies of accountants.

Accounting Ratio is
Low
Compared to other countries in
the East Africa Region, the Rwanda accountancy sector is still low.

Although the number of professional accountants has been rising
every year since the establishment
of ICPAR in 2008, the number is
still low compared to the neighbouring countries. Kenya, for instance, has several high-profile
accounting, tax, and audit firms
that have a presence in the region
providing financial services. While
ICPAR was established in 2008,
the Institute of Certified Public
Accountants of Kenya (ICPAK)
had been in existence since 1978.
ICPAK regulates more than 20,000
professional accountants spread
across the world. It is considered
the leading professional body of
accountants in the East and Central African Region. CPA Kenya
has continuously been built into a
strong brand and has taken up the
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to study as the job market is guaranteed.

Accounting is a
fundamental element
of every business. It
is the profession in
demand as it is linked to
providing accountability,
control, and stability to
the business’ finances.
As long as businesses
continue to exist, the
accounting profession
will always remain
important. Further, the
accounting profession is
exceptionally versatile,
and students can have
many career options after
graduating. Accounting is
therefore considered “a
career for life.”
Joseph Rukara Ssali
AG. Director of Strategy and
Institutional Sustainability

leading role in developing the accounting profession in the East African Region. Similarly, ICPAU was
established in 1992 as the body
mandated to set accounting and
auditing standards and license accounting firms. Uganda, therefore,
has a large number of professional
accountants in the field.
The fact that accountants have
flooded these countries gives
Rwanda an added advantage. Accountants who will study in Rwanda in the near future have the privilege of enjoying the robust market.
Rwanda plans to bridge the shortage of certified accountants in the
country in the next 5-10 years. This
makes the country the best place

An Upcoming
Financial Hub
The government of Rwanda is
banking on its good governance,
political stability, and well-functioning institutions to position the
country as a financial and business
hub in Africa. The country seeks to
stand out in Africa as a financial
hub, like Casablanca, Johannesburg, and Mauritius.
To achieve this, an initiative to
develop the Kigali International
Financial Centre (KIFC) by 2024
was set. KIFC is a blueprint that
will make Rwanda a home for significant financial service providers
nationally and internationally. The
government approved the establishment of KIFC in 2017. Rwanda
Finance Ltd, a government-owned
company, was created to spearhead the development of KIFC.
The company is mandated to develop and promote Rwanda as a
business and financial services
hub.
Even as the country bids to become a regional financial hub,
Rwanda still faces an acute shortage of professional accountants.
The hub is designed to promote
inward and foreign direct investment and the creation of thousands of highly skilled financial
sector jobs both for Rwandese and
non-Rwandese.
Major players in the industry will attract investors looking to invest in
Rwanda hence the need for more
and more accountants studying
in Rwanda. Almost every single
industry will require an accountant. Thus, you will be able to work

A publication of the Institute of Certified Public Accountants of Rwanda
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in a variety of fascinating fields like
mega-corporations that deal with
stocks and investments.

A needed Profession in
Rwanda
Advances in technology have affected many aspects of business,
and accounting is no exception. Accounting has been made more efficient through tech innovations such
as advanced accounting software,
mobile financial apps, automation,
and real-time data. Despite the profession becoming more tech-driven,
an accountant will always be found
necessary in a business, especially
in Rwanda. The demand for qualified tech-cognizant accountants
cannot wane as indicated by the
job metrics produced by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Well established
institutions and
Highly qualified
instructors
Rwanda has various institutions
established to teach Accounting.
Rwanda has gained experienced
accounting tutors. The students
are exposed to various disciplines,
which gives them the opportunity
of understanding the practices, not
only within Rwanda but also in other
parts of the world.
Incase you decide to pursue studying accounting and not sure where
to start, Rwanda is a great place to
enrol. Learn more about studying
accounting in Rwanda by reading
more about accounting on www.
icparwanda.com. Accounting jobs
will always be in demand, and the
skills you will acquire will be transferable and can be applied in many
other fields.
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B

y now, we will be well into
the new normal. Financial
planning, scrutinising the
details of the road ahead, is under
way. We’ve already demonstrated
our adaptability: it’s incredible, for
example, how many people have
adjusted so quickly to working
from home, with all the mastering
of cutting-edge technology that
often necessitates.
But while we are all social distancing, it doesn’t mean we don’t
require social engagement. Businesses need to engage with other
businesses right now, just as individuals need to interact with their
community. Engagement has never been more important, at both a
corporate and personal level.

Why accountancy
matters in a crisis
ICAS CEO Bruce Cartwright CA explains
why now is the moment when CAs really
come into their own, helping businesses
navigate the COVID-19 crisis and come
out the other side fighting fit
iCPAR QuARTERly bullETin

This is the time for us all to come together for the greater good. There
have been, and will continue to be,
a series of welcome announcements of support to businesses
and the workforce. Business has
been demanding that it be rapid,
but by its nature that needs to be
followed by fast clarification in
terms of delivery. With many others
we have been calling for clarity as
a matter of urgency. ICAS is doing
its best to help with that connectivity with interactions with members
and firms, governments, business
and other bodies.
We have all been surprised by the
speed and enormity of what we
are witnessing. If there is one truth
that has been reinforced in spades
it is that good health is never more
front of mind than when we are in
danger of losing it. We are all humbled by the large numbers in our
workforce (paid and volunteers)
who are taking personal risks on
behalf of us all. In some cases, the
ultimate sacrifice. We owe them a
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debt of gratitude. It may be that, as
we come out of this, there will be
some revision of what our society
truly values.
I can recall a few recessions in my
business life but never a situation
where governments globally have
taken collective action to mothball
large swathes of their own economy. In doing so there are so many
businesses where the door to the
customer is currently sadly closed.
So, my second truth would be that
cash is king; it is the no cash, no
matter how much we might like to
debate accounting policy.
Many businesses in survival mode
have a desperate need for the
return of some form of normality
within a manageable timescale. I
wouldn’t pretend to know when
that will be, but I do believe that
those we trust to make these decisions on our behalf are aware of
the significant trade-off between
managing the virus and reintroducing free trade.
This certainly feels like we are entering the deepest recession in
our lifetime. Let’s hope it is also
the shortest and we can move on
to dealing with its legacy – part of
which will be newly learned work
practices that will in some areas
transform how we work.
One fact I do notice this time
around that was perhaps not so
prevalent in previous recessions:
the accountant as an adviser is as
much swept up in the lockdown
storm as any other business. They
are advising clients through these
difficult times while equally impacted in their own business.
The phrase “we are all in this together” has never been more true,
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Accounting is a fundamental element of every
business. It is the profession in demand as it is linked
to providing accountability, control, and stability to
the business’ finances. As long as businesses continue
to exist, the accounting profession will always remain
important. Further, the accounting profession is
exceptionally versatile, and students can have many
career options after graduating. Accounting is
therefore considered “a career for life.”
Bruce Cartwright CA
ICAS CEO

corporate as well as personal. And
in the frontline of UK corporates,
our colleagues are in many cases
adapting at pace, taking hard decisions and addressing very real
survival issues. That’s the harsh
reality.
This is why accountants matter in
a financial crisis – and matter even
more coming out of one. Accountants are conduits for information
and translation, not only for understanding what’s available and how
to access it, but also helping owners and managers work through
their options.
Accountants are uniquely placed
to have an overview of any business because they get to see all
the different moving parts and
translate them into financial implications. Whether as a CEO, CFO,
financial controller or an adviser,
accountants understand the business levers that need to be pulled.
They can say, “This is the outcome
of doing X and Y, this is the impact on your cashflow, this is the
gap, and these are the options to

A publication of the Institute of Certified Public Accountants of Rwanda

bridge the gap.” It is not just about
the numbers. The accountants I
know all care deeply about those
employed in their businesses and
I know from many conversations in
the last few weeks that they understand and care about the impact of
their decisions.
Behind every employee there are
dependants and a personal story.
The welfare and mental health of
these employees and their families
is at the forefront of many of my
recent personal discussions with
accountants in leading business
roles.
Yes, the scale of the current crisis is
enormous, the contribution that so
many are making is hard to comprehend but there is something
powerful in being in this together.
We all have a part to play. And you
can be sure our profession will play
its part in helping us all get back on
our feet.

This article first appeared in the
May 2020 issue of CA magazine.
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December 2020 detailed
examination Time-Table

CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT (CPA) FOUNDATION LEVEL I &II
DATE

MORNING SESSION

AFTERNOON SESSION

Code Paper Name

Code

Paper Name

F2.4

Taxation

F1.4

Business Management, Ethics and
Entrepreneurship

NO EXAMINATION

F2.3

Information Systems

02nd December

F1.3

Financial Accounting

F1.2

Introduction to law

03rd December

F1.1

Business Mathematics and
Quantitative Methods

F2.2

Economics and the Business
Environment

04th December

F2.1

Management Accounting

30th November
01st December

NO EXAMINATION

CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT (CPA) INTERMEDIATE LEVEL
DATE

MORNING SESSION
Code

Paper Name

02

nd

I1.2

03 December

Paper Name

I1.1

04 December
th

iCPAR QuARTERly bullETin

NO EXAMINATION

Financial Reporting
NO EXAMINATION

December

rd

Code
NO EXAMINATION

30th November
01st December

AFTERNOON SESSION

I1.3

NO EXAMINATION

Managerial Finance
NO EXAMINATION

Company Law

I1.4

Auditing

october - december 2020
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CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT (CPA) ADVANCED LEVEL
DATE

MORNING SESSION

AFTERNOON SESSION

Code

Paper Name

Code

Paper Name

30th November

A2.3

Advanced Taxation

A1.1

Strategy and Leadership

01st December

A1.2

Audit Practice and Assurance Services

NO EXAMINATION

02nd December

A1.3

Advanced Financial Reporting

NO EXAMINATION

03rd December

A2.2

Strategic Performance Management

NO EXAMINATION

04th December

A2.1

Strategic Corporate Finance

NO EXAMINATION

CERTIFIED ACCOUNTING TECHNICIAN (CAT) STAGE I &II
DATE

MORNING SESSION

AFTERNOON SESSION

Code

Paper Name

Code

Paper Name

30th November

S1.2

Principles of Costing

S2.3

Professional Ethics in
Accounting and Finance

01st December

S1.1

Recording Financial Transactions

NO EXAMINATION

02nd December

S2.1

Preparations of Basic Accounts

NO EXAMINATION

03rd December

S1.3

Effective Working in Accountancy and
Finance

S2.2

Managing Costs and Cash
Flows

NO EXAMINATION

04th December

CERTIFIED ACCOUNTING TECHNICIAN (CAT) STAGE III	
DATE

MORNING SESSION

AFTERNOON SESSION

Code

Paper Name

Code

30th November

S3.1

Financial Accounting

NO EXAMINATION

01st December

S3.4

Audit and Assurance

NO EXAMINATION

NO EXAMINATION

02nd December
03rd December

S3.2

Management accounting

04th December

S3.3

Taxation

Standard exam entry deadline:
Last exam entry deadline: 		

S3.5

Paper Name

Credit Management
NO EXAMINATION

S3.6

Public Finance Management

15 September 2020
15 October 2020

Please be reminded that all morning session exams start at 9:00 a.m., while afternoon exams start at 2:00 pm.
In case of any further clarifications required, please contact us through chantal.umutesi@icparwanda.com or
call on +250 788 480 318.
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PAOs counting
on each otherThe Race to online
examinations during
COVID-19

A

ssessments are a key feature of the journey to becoming a professional accountant. Every year, thousands of
aspiring professional accountants
write low- to high-stakes in-person

iCPAR QuARTERly bullETin

paper-based or computer-based
examinations.
Until recently, very few examinations have been taken remotely.
But with COVID-19 forcing many

examination centers across the
world to close, professional accountancy organizations (PAOs)
have had to either postpone or pivot to remote online examinations.
PAOs that have already embarked
on this journey (albeit at a slower
pace), with a higher risk tolerance,
and with the necessary resources
were able to transition more rapidly to remote online examinations.
This required agility, a high level of
collaboration amongst key stakeholders, and an adaptive mindset—or in short: blood, sweat, and
tears.
Whether they pivoted or postponed, most PAOs agree that the
landscape has changed forever:
there is no turning back; remote
online examinations are the future. Those that have pivoted are
eager to enhance their processes
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and systems, and those that have
postponed are eager to learn from
those who have pivoted. This
was evident from a recent Virtual
Knowledge Sharing event hosted
by IFAC. The event was attended
by more than sixty individuals representing PAOs, accounting firms,
and universities from approximately 25 countries.
Alan Hatfield of the Association of
Chartered Certified Accountants
(ACCA), Ronan O’Loughlin of the
Chartered Accountants Ireland
(CAI), and Simon Hann of the Chartered Accountants Australia and
New Zealand (CA ANZ) shared
what is possible—and necessary.
With the International Education
Standard requirement for PAOs
to design reliable, valid, equitable,
transparent,
and
sufficient
assessments as backdrop, we
asked the participants to consider
a few questions.

Until recently, very few
examinations have been
taken remotely. But with
COVID-19 forcing many
examination centers
across the world to close,
professional accountancy
organizations (PAOs)
have had to either
postpone or pivot
to remote online
examinations.

ness of oral assessments via online
webinar platforms. Proposed solutions included combining longand short-form questions and oral
assessments or distributing case
studies before the examination.
Participants discussed the use of
objective testing for low-stakes assessments and the ease of marking
this type of assessment by computer. Those who were concerned
about perceptions that objective
testing lacks credibility asked
where low-stakes assessments
end and high-stakes assessments
start, as they sought to maintain
the balance between cost and
credibility. Others questioned
whether high-stakes assessments
would continue to be the preferred
approach, arguing that papers and
hours do not have to be long to be
credible.

15

Everyone agreed that the examination should be designed for the format and platform through which it
will be delivered. Many were excited about computer-based examinations mirroring work experience
and promoting workplace skills.

What changes must be
made for a successful
transition?
Stakeholder skepticism appeared
to be a key challenge. Questions
about academic rigor and integrity,
security, and assessment credibility in a remote online examination
environment have arisen. Some
participants spoke about the effort and time necessary to obtain
approval at different levels of their
PAOs’ governance structures, and
the importance of brining employers and regulators on the journey,
while others found their regulators
more open to change in the current environment than previously.

Monitoring the use of a one- to
two-page note, often allowed for
in-person examinations, created a
dilemma for remote online examinations. One PAO overcame the
problem by allowing open-book
examinations.

The use of biometric data to verify
student identity (such as key stroke
verification) can be a challenge
considering the European Union’s
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Given these concerns,
a PAO chose to rely on a human
proctor with students presenting
official documentation as the way
to confirm their identity. Data privacy is also a challenge in the case
of remote proctoring where students are required to turn on their
cameras during the examination.
In at least one case, students are
required to have two cameras: one
facing the student and another the
environment around the student.
One university responded to this
by asking students to accept this
requirement at the time of registering for a course.

A publication of the Institute of Certified Public Accountants of Rwanda
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How does the type of
assessment affect
the transition from
in-person to remote
examinations?
Participants supported a phased
approach in which risks and resources are managed by starting
with smaller groups and low-stakes
examinations before moving to
larger groups and high-stakes examinations, while continuously
adapting to any outcomes. They
felt that although this makes for a
longer transition, it will be worth
the effort.
Navigating case studies and answering essay-style questions in
an online examination appeared
to be challenging, and some participants questioned the effective-
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All agreed that the transition requires a change in the mindset
of all actors in the examination
chain—students, PAO staff, educators, examiners, proctors, markers,
et al. Training and guidelines are
essential and appeared to be lacking in cases of rapid transition. Surprisingly, some PAOs found that,
although students are proficient in
using their phones, they lack keyboard skills. Offering them resources for typing practice is a good way
to overcome this challenge.

proctored examination in centers
to offer students a glimpse of the
future.

Work remains to be done in marking online assessments less suitable for computer marking, such as
objective testing. A PAO that used
to gather a team at a physical location for a few days to mark papers
transitioned to Microsoft Teams to
create a similar environment for remote marking. The markers were
in agreement that not having to
decipher students’ handwriting is
a huge upside of computer-based
examinations.

What is the impact on
resources?

No doubt, good practices will
emerge over the next few years as
PAOs continue to use their learnings to modify their remote online
examinations, and more complex
matters such as additional time
for connectivity issues, re-sitting
in case of malfunctions, accommodations for disability, comfort
breaks, et cetera will be addressed.

Transitioning to remote online examinations is expensive in terms
of people, processes, and systems,
and will require a multi-year investment. Nevertheless, those who
have embarked on this journey are

of the view that, over the long term,
the benefits will outweigh the cost.
A robust information technology
infrastructure is essential. All actors
in the examination chain have to
be trained and supported. Papers
have to be redesigned. And sometimes the investment is not only by
the PAO but also by students, as
not all students have equal access
to the necessary hardware or software or to an environment that is
conducive to taking examinations.
Nor are all students equally prepared to handle so much change
in the transition to remote examinations.
Participants shared measures to
cut costs. For example, a university
that temporarily transitioned to remote examinations for low-stakes
assessments decided not to invest

Participants discussed the importance of supporting students for
remote examinations just as well
as for in-person examinations.
Some saw higher stress levels
and panic when students take
high-stakes examinations remotely. Students need support during
their first remote examination. Our
participants floated virtual sessions to review the examination
guidelines with students, practice
(mock) examinations, guidance on
how to overcome hardware problems such as connectivity issues,
and call centers with enough welltrained staff to handle any problem—including mental health.
A participant suggested that
PAOs planning to transition after
COVID-19 hold their first remotely
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Transitioning to remote online examinations is
expensive in terms of people, processes, and systems,
and will require a multi-year investment. Nevertheless,
those who have embarked on this journey are of
the view that, over the long term, the benefits will
outweigh the cost.

in remote proctoring but rather
communicate to their students
that they trust them. A few PAOs
shared how they are strengthening their question banks affordably
by using “cloning” software.
Participants from smaller PAOs inquired about regional solutions.
They suggested that the move
to common content creates an
opportunity for common assessment, while also recognizing that
language might be a barrier. Some
asked for a list of PAOs that have
progressed on the journey and
would be willing to share good
practices or provide advice or assistance. At least one participant’s
PAO was using the system of another PAO while developing a
small number of assessments covering local content.

What technology is
being used and how
is it different for
different types of
examination?
There was clear agreement that
the technology should contribute
to, not detract from, the quality of
the examination. PAOs that have
embarked on the journey are using
a variety of platforms and—in most
instances—different platforms for
writing, delivering, proctoring, and

marking. Where different platforms
are used for different aspects, integration of platforms is essential.
Everyone agreed, PAOs will benefit from the creation of generally
accepted criteria to consider when
selecting a platform or platforms,
as well as sharing of experience
by those that have made progress
already.

How should
the change be
communicated and
managed?
It was clear that communicating
and managing the change have
been challenging—particularly in
cases of rapid transition.
All participants agreed that the
basic principles of effective communication apply: the imperative
to use relevant, brief, clear, consistent, timely, and targeted language. Participants recommended
the development of a comprehensive campaign-like communications plan that would bring a wide
range of stakeholders into the process. For students, they suggested
overcommunication, streamlined
messages, infographics and videos, and a combination of various
means of communication, including email, text, WhatsApp, and
telephone calls. A student’s first
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remote examination is exceptionally stressful; PAOs should prepare for an unusually high level of
questions from students about the
examination. But it was also noted
that students generally tolerate
and understand this change.
Transitioning from in-person to remote online examinations requires
a change in mindset. That takes
time. And even though the appetite for change has been greater in
the current environment, it has not
always matched the appetite for
risk. A PAO shared that it strengthened the case for change made
to its board by incorporating the
voice of current and future members and employers. This PAO emphasized the need for relevance
and being flexible to employer
needs.
PAOs that are considering transitioning were advised to develop
a comprehensive change management plan that covers a wide
range of stakeholders—internal
and external—and to identify
champions to drive the change.
The importance of investing in the
training of stakeholders was emphasized. Involving stakeholders,
including employers and regulators, early, seeking their feedback
along the way, and being flexible
in accommodating their needs will
help to secure their buy-in.
It is clear, one size does not fit all.
PAOs were encouraged to pursue
solutions tailored to their resources.
Alta Prinsloo
Executive Director
First published by IFAC –
Developing the Accountancy
Profession on 5 August 2020
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sector and the government. These
interventions must use a human
rights-based approach. This article
focuses on establishing the access
to financial inclusion as a human
right and to analyse the effectiveness of existing policy and legal
framework on promoting financial
inclusion as a human right in Kenya.

Towards financial
inclusivity in Kenya:
A Case for a RightsBased Approach

D

uring last few years, Kenya
has witnessed significant
improvement in the financial inclusivity. The inclusion has
been seen across all range of financial services. However recent
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statistics show that Kenya is yet
to attain universal inclusion in all
respect. From the historical development of financial inclusion
in Kenya, there is a need for more
interventions through law, public

The growth and development of
any economy is meaningless if
it not accompanied by financial
security in the form of pension,
insurance, savings and credit services. Financial inclusion is an
empowerment tool. Although the
Constitution of Kenya 2010 does
not provide explicitly on the right
to financial inclusion, this is a derivative right especially under the
economic and social rights. The
Constitution provides that the
government shall provide social
security to persons unable of supporting themselves. This therefore
requires government intervention
in ensuring universal access to financial services.

Although financial inclusion
has grown immensely in
mobile banking sector,
this growth has not been
experienced in other
financial services such
as insurance and social
security. No doubt the
government of Kenya has
provided these services but
these are mostly available
to those in employment
and not those Kenyans who
work in the informal sector.
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A human rights-based approach
therefore requires the government
to incorporate this right in its policies. The right to financial inclusion can also be derived from the
right to development. There is a
great relationship between human
rights and development. Without
development, many human rights
will not be realized. Financial inclusion also aids the realization of
other rights such as gender equality and the right to own property.
Mobile banking has made access
to financial services universally accessible, especially women who
found it hard to access the service
from the brick and mortar financial
institutions. This is especially with
regards to savings and credit services.
Kenya’s performance in terms of
access to mobile banking is satisfactory. The discussion therefore

is not about government interventions to broaden the service but
also about providing a suitable
financial integrity to make the service maintain public trust. Lack of a
proper regulation on mobile money service is highly risky. There is
need to have proper regulation
that defines the rights and obligations of the service providers and
its clients.
Financial inclusion can be best
realized through restructuring the
sector to provide financial products that even the poor can access.
Technology has made it possible
in providing access to financial
services. It has been able to penetrate in the rural areas, requires no
minimum deposits and has an easier access to the credit. It has been
suitable in providing financial
products that are structured for the
low-income households.
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Financial inclusion can
be best realized through
restructuring the sector
to provide financial
products that even
the poor can access.
Technology has made
it possible in providing
access to financial
services. It has been
able to penetrate in the
rural areas, requires no
minimum deposits and
has an easier access to
the credit.
Although financial inclusion has
grown immensely in mobile banking sector, this growth has not
been experienced in other finan-
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cial services such as insurance
and social security. No doubt the
government of Kenya has provided these services but these are
mostly available to those in employment and not those Kenyans
who work in the informal sector.
There is also a close relationship
between performance of small
and medium enterprises and access to financial services. Through
financial services, the SME’s can
easily access financial services
that can enable them to improve
their businesses.
The article, thus makes the following recommendations:
I. The government should
follow a human rights-based
approach in the development
of financial inclusion. This
requires the government
through legislation to pass
laws that are intended to set
up institutions that promote
financial inclusion and take
policy measures that are
directed towards promoting
financial inclusion.

III. The government should
ensure that there are measures
to ensure financial integrity in
the mobile money services.
There should be a proper
regulation of the industry that
provides for rights, obligations
and remedies. This is in order
to build the trust in the sector
and avoid risks. The sector
has greatly developed in
the recent past with new
entrants and as such requires
regulation.
IV. The government needs
to initiate financial literacy
programs in schools. It is
essential for the development
of financial inclusion. This
program can be incorporated
in the school curriculum and
it can be structured for the
micro, small and medium
enterprises.

V. The government ought to
ensure that that there is public
participation/involvement in
the formulation of legislation
that relate to financial
inclusion. It was observed
during the survey that a large
portion of Kenyan population
was not aware of the concept
of financial inclusion.
Therefore, they were not able
to provide their opinion on the
same.
VI. It is important to upgrade the
capacity of the credit reference
bureau and the mobile money
service providers should be
required to share information
on credit. This is in order to
promote financial stability.
Dr Vincent Chokaa &
Dr A.S.Chawla

II. The government should roll
out the program to provide
social security services to
those who are unable to
support themselves. Even
though the government
has rolled out some of the
programs, it requires a robust
legal and institutional
framework to manage the
program efficiently.
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Aligning Public Financial
Management (PFM) and
Health Financing

S

ince public funds
are the cornerstone
of sustainable financing for UHC in most
countries, the public financial
management
(PFM) system – the institutions, policies and
processes that govern
the use of public funds –
plays a key role. A strong
PFM system can ensure
higher and more predictable budget allocations,
reduced fragmentation
in revenue streams and
funding flows, timely budget execution, and better
financial accountability
and transparency.
PFM improvements in
general are typically beneficial to the health sector.
But the health sector faces
some specific challenges
that require more flexibility
than PFM systems sometimes offer, including the
ability to direct funds to
where interventions and
services are needed and
ensure equity while creating incentives for efficiency and quality. PFM systems do not always align
with these health financing objectives.

WHO
Many of the steps toward improving
alignment between the PFM system
and health financing policy are considered good PFM practices in general.
But specific measures may be called
for to address the particular needs of
health budgeting, such as allowing
pooling of health funds across different revenue sources, providing mechanisms for intergovernmental transfers
to improve equity, allowing payment
of health care providers through output-based payment methods, and giving providers the flexibility to manage
their resources and deliver services in
a responsive way.
Improving alignment between the
PFM system and health financing

A publication of the Institute of Certified Public Accountants of Rwanda

system requires ongoing dialogue between health and finance authorities
and other entities. The PFM system
should be considered when health financing policy is designed, and health
financing policy objectives should be
considered when decisions are made
to implement PFM reforms. Through
this coordinated approach, the goals of
the PFM system and the health sector
– efficient and effective use of public
funds and fiscally sustainable progress
toward UHC – can be jointly accounted
for and collaboratively achieved.
First published on the World Health
Organisation website: https://www.
who.int/health_financing/topics/
public-financial-management/
alignment/en/
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Turning tides against climate
change is responsibility of all

S

everal questions have been
asked about which stakeholders should implement
declared climate change emergencies as it has recently turned
out to be a major issue, not only in
sub-Saharan Africa but across the
globe.
Climate change is one of the main
action areas under the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, a
universal call which aims at ending
poverty, protecting the planet and
improving the lives and prospects
of everyone.
What is coming out clearly if the re-
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search by UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs is to go by,
is the role cities should play to address climate change impacts as it
is estimated that 54% of the global

population stay in cities, which requires more investment in infrastructure and adequate resources
such as water and electricity. And
the percentage of the global car-

Some of the climate change effects have direct
multiplier effects, for example continued flooding
as it has been experienced recently, and probably
continuing particularly in East Africa, affects food
security initiatives (SDG 2 – Zero Hunger) which is
among the 17 Sustainable Developments Goals (SDGs).
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bon emissions consumed in cities
will most likely upsurge.
This is a major call for concern for
a country like Rwanda, which is at
the same time, reducing dependence on agriculture through continued support to the service sector intending at combating poverty
and creating more employment
opportunities. Again, this initiative
which requires supplementary investments and motivations to engage in off-farm jobs appears to be
promoting urbanization.

climate change –
essential for sustainable
development and poverty
eradication - is a concern
for everyone and requires
concerted efforts to
combat it along with its
negative impact.
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zones, a few claimed lives – including the recent pour that claimed
some lives and left some others
injured, destroyed farmland, fell
trees on the highways, water
shortages due to effects of turbidity, destroyed roads and property,
among others; nevertheless the effects of climate change are much
more than that.

fall and sometimes landslides that
washed away slums especially
those in disaster or flood prone

It should be noted that climate
change – essential for sustainable
development and poverty eradication - is a concern for everyone
and requires concerted efforts to
combat it along with its negative
impact.
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Urbanization of course has its bottlenecks which include increased
demand for affordable houses,
huge investments in infrastructure, inadequate or costly energy
resources – people can devote
to use of charcoal and firewood
which again increases carbon
emissions, pollutions from both
industries and vehicles due to increased demand, increased criminal activities, congestion among
others. All these components require governments’ interventions
through the city councils.
What city councils should learn
out of this shift, are the costs attributable to urbanization and its likely
effects especially where they have
a direct control. It appears the City
of Kigali together with its affiliated
agencies namely: Rwanda Environment Management Authority
(REMA), Ministry of Infrastructure,
Rwanda Water Resources Board,
Rwanda Meteorology Agency, the
Rwanda Police, National Fund for
Environment (FONERWA) among
many others, have continued to
provide incredible support.
However most citizens appear to
have focused on climate change
effects following: too much rain-
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The UN SDG report continue to argue that climate change is currently impacting on migration, food
and water security, peace and security as well as public health. If no
action is taken, sustainable development will be at risk.
Considering other climate change
challenges in Kigali alone, we can
draw attention to lack of an environment-friendly transport systems – high carbon dioxide (CO2)
emissions, lack of low-carbon
materials for housing and green
infrastructure development, vulnerability of natural eco-system,
overdependence on biomass for
fuel, water and air pollution among
many others as treasured in the
National Environment and Climate
Change Policy.
Nonetheless, it should not only
be cities to intervene, as this is an
issue that can be addressed by all
the stakeholders in the spectrum
– local and central governments,
affiliated agencies, Non-Government Organizations (NGOs), private sector, citizens themselves,
among others.
Some of the climate change effects have direct multiplier effects,
for example continued flooding as
it has been experienced recently,
and probably continuing particularly in East Africa, affects food
security initiatives (SDG 2 – Zero
Hunger) which is among the 17
Sustainable Developments Goals
(SDGs).
SDGs cover the three dimensions
of sustainable development: economic growth; social inclusion;
and environmental protection
whose implementation and accomplishment requires that member governments take ownership
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and establish national framework
to achieve them. This, therefore, requires reliance on each country’s
sustainable development policies,
plans and programs.
For Rwanda, it appears this has
already been aligned to the National Strategy for Transformation
(NST 1) and Vision 2050 ambitions which aspires for low carbon
emissions and climate – resilience
by 2050 as outlined in Rwanda’s
Green Growth and Climate Resilience Strategy (GGCRS), that pur-

sues a green growth approach to
development.
Remarkably, is the City of Kigali
along with its close stakeholders,
which have continued to ensure
timely implementation of the new
strategy by among other things:
restoring of Kigali’s degraded wetlands and high risk zones; green
growth accompanied with green
politics – making all Kigali roads
green and the plan to build an
eco-park in Kigali, whilst promoting green building technologies
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it is strongly believed that the region’s fire risk has increased by
30% due to climate change.
In the beginning of 2020, some
East African countries battled with
swarms of desert locusts, which
was considered the worst outbreak
in the region for decades – something that raised an alarm towards
food security and livelihoods according to FAO. In 2017, China,
India and Japan were ranked first,
third and fifth among the world’s
worst polluting countries, according to the Global Carbon Project
with China’s emissions accounting to a quarter of the global CO2
emissions – this impasse escalates
global warning.
Finally, floods in Central Europe
caused deaths and property damage across parts of the Czech Republic, Germany and Austria in
2013 according to the European
Environment Agency (EEA).

– green urbanization; car free days
- which have reduced cars coming
to the city all the time; banning of
non-biodegradable plastic bags
and most recently a new law on
single – use plastics phasing out;
encouraging reforestation; promotion over the use of LPG as
an attractive energy option than
biomass, fuel oil, and electricity
among many others. Most of these
reforms are not implemented in
Kigali alone, but across the entire
country.

Ultimately, lack of climate action
has devastating effects not only for
Rwanda but across the globe. For
instance, the impact of Cyclone
Idai and Kenneth which generated torrential rains and winds that
caused loss of life and significant
damage to infrastructure in central
Mozambique – is believed to be
the strongest cyclone to ever hit
the African continent. Secondly,
Climate – influenced temperatures
led to a fire blaze in southeastern
Australia during 2019–2020 and
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Working together with the Government, City of Kigali and other
stakeholders to tackle climate
change and its negative effects
serves as a big milestone to realizing climate change action plans
and the SDGs. It’s important to recall that climate change is linked to
all the 17 SDGs and among other
actions and transitions, it also requires people action to push for
the required transformations for
overall sustainable development.

Author:
Kalisa Sunday
Director, Professional
Development Services – ICPAR
First featured in the East African
(Rwanda Today) on 17 June
2020.
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COVID-19 and
Accountants:
No New Cases

A

friend of mine told me she
recently was not feeling
well. So she visited a medical doctor and upon diagnosis,
she was presented with an assessment that suggested she
was likely experiencing high
stress levels that had resulted in
high blood pressure and other
disorders.
This could be a diagnosis for me
and you. COVID-19 has reshuffled how we live personally and
professionally. Accountants in
particular are overwhelmed by either the changing nature of their
jobs or new demands by clients.
Although some areas of organizations were severely halted by
the pandemic, most accountants remained on their computers month-in month-out.
Worst of all is that some have
lost their jobs, a shared
and unfortunate challenge.

The good news is that relatively
fewer accountants have remained
idle. The bad news is that many
are having to manage exhaustion
and the stress that comes from the
pressure to perform during a crisis. Less social events, complying
with ‘Sa Moya’, increased childcare and home-schooling, and
fear of Coronavirus contraction
are some of the challenges causing depletion of mental wellbeing
among the public in general and
accountants in particular.
Whilst everyone is talking about
COVID-19 physical protection
measures such as wearing a mask,
social distancing, and washing
hands, few are proclaiming mental protection measures. I believe
you now know where I am headed. Protecting and cleaning our
minds is as important as taking
care of our bodies. Leaving one
behind would be like raising revenues with no concern for expenses in the hope of increasing a company’s profits or vice versa. Make
wellbeing holistic again!
The Institute was brave enough
to incorporate a wellbeing related
webinar on its agenda which took
place on 21st July 2020 dubbed
‘Lifestyle for all seasons’ presented by Dr. Hesperance Deodate
Kilonzo. While I do not speak for
the Institute, I would assume
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that that was due to the increasing
importance of wellbeing for accountants.
It’s vital that we also learn techniques to stay calm and sane,
present and focused and adjust
our schedules to remain physically
active to reduce stress and mindfulness for mental clarity. Do that
10 minute-walk or run, meditate,
eat well, and stay in touch with
your friends and family. Needless
to highlight, make sure you read
reliable sources of the pandemic
related information.
Employers should also make work
places conducive for both physical and mental health. A study
entitled “Attitudes in the American Workplace” suggests that as
many as 80% of American workers
suffer from high levels of stress in
their job and another study conducted by Watson Wyatt found
that 48% of organisations said
job-related stress affected performance1. Beyond physical protection measures recommended
by the government, employers
should consider ensuring that employees know where to find information, guidance and support for
mental health. Keep an open line
of communication, make virtual
video meetings fun to attempt to
compensate for less physical interactions, establish flexible working
arrangements, avail support and
infrastructure to allow staff do their
job appropriately under the current
circumstances. Micromanaging
is a vice that has been particularly
hit by the pandemic. Make this an
opportunity to empower employees to do their jobs independently
where applicable. Deloitte recently
published its 2020 Human Capital
1 Studies presented in The 		
Economist of 21 July 2018

Trends report2 and there were two
notable findings: (1) ‘93% of respondents believe that a sense of
belonging (feeling respected and
being treated fairly) drives organisational performance.’ The question for me and you is how to foster a sense of belonging during a
pandemic when we cannot shake
hands, to say the least. And (2)
‘79% of respondents said their organisation’s strategy does not explicitly seek to integrate well-being
into the design of work’ yet wellbeing was highlighted as a trend in
the report. Are we addressing the
important issues, dear managers?
I believe you do not want to get rejected by a great potential employee or lose an existing one because
your organization is an epicentre
for stress and burn out.
So fellow COVID-19 survivors (for
now), whether you are pondering
about how to keep up with the
2 Findings presented in The Economist
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IFRS Accounting considerations
related to the Coronavirus 2019
Disease as published by IAS or
thinking of how you will walk out
of your office building at 5pm,
meet that old friend at that coffee
shop, pick bread at a queue, and
bit the evening traffic to get home
by 7pm, consider the importance
of wellbeing and avoid the unfortunate visit by my friend to the
Doctor. No new (such) cases are
welcome.
Author:
CPA Moses Asiimwe
Member of the ICPAR Disciplinary
Committee
Disclaimer: Please note that
the author is not a professional
medical and/or mental doctor
and does not intend to make any
professional/medical prescriptions
herein. You’re advised to seek
medical or professional assistance
for issues discussed herein.
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A Celebration of Life & Legacy
In Loving Memory
CPA JOB NGATHO NJOROGE

Manchester United was playing. He will forever be missed.

erminus Job Ngatho Njoroge (PJ) passed away on
09/09/2020 in Kigali, Rwanda and he was buried at
his parent’s home in Thindigua, Kiambu County, in
Kenya. Son of Mr. Joseph Njoroge Gikonyo and Mrs. Elizabeth Murungari Njoroge of Thindigua. Loving husband
of Susan Wanjiru Ngatho and devoted of father of Miguel
Njoroge Ngatho and Juan Njogu Ngatho.

CPA Job was a practicing member of the Institute of Certified Public Accountants of Kenya and Rwanda (ICPAK and
ICPAR). He enormously contributed to the development
of the accountancy profession in Rwanda, and indeed the
accountancy fraternity will dearly miss him.

P

CPA Job touched the lives of many with his unconditional
love, generosity and kindness. His optimism and self-reliance allowed him to bloom wherever life planted him.
All those who met Job will tell you the most distinct thing
about him was his love of God, family and his friends. He
also loved reading and watching soccer especially when

The institute wishes to express their sincere gratitude to all
those who supported the bereaved family in time of loss.
Let us pray for the departed soul and may the Almighty
strengthen the family members to overcome this great
loss.
Those who walk uprightly enter peace; they find rest as
they lie in death. Isaiah 57: 2
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Frequently Asked
Questions (Faqs)
About the Icpar
Accreditation
Framework (Iaf)
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Trainers and tuition providers
will be published on the ICPAR
website

What are the
accreditation
levels for training
providers?
Bronze level (first)
This is the first level for Training
Providers. This level is open to
those commencing operations
or those already in existence but
have fulfilled all the requirements.
Silver level (intermediate)

What is the ICPAR
Accreditation
Framework (IAF)?
IAF allows ICPAR to formally award
specific levels to various training
providers and trainers’ in order
to uphold the quality of training /
exam delivery of ICPAR qualifications.

Who are eligible
to apply for
accreditation?
The following entities are eligible
to apply for accreditation:

professional accountancy
services
Mobility of students across
various accredited TIs with
assurance of quality training
Maintaining a competitive
spirit
Increased quality of training
delivery
Encourage continuous selfanalysis and improvement of
the accountancy training
Provision of continuous
professional development

This is the second level for Training
Providers that are either commencing operations or those already in
existence but have fulfilled and exceeded all the requirements for the
Bronze status level.
Gold level (the highest)
This is the highest level for Training
Providers that are either commencing operations or those already in
existence but have fulfilled and exceeded all the requirements for the
Silver status level. It is a progression step that a training provider

Private training Providers, TVET
schools, Universities, Colleges, Examination Centres and Trainers.

What are the benefits
of accredited
training institutions
and trainers?
The periodic assessments and
counsel
Marketing of their services
Enhanced institution visibility
An improvement in the
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can apply for and be admitted to,
having fulfilled all the set-out requirements including having been
at Silver level status for at least two
examination cycles for the ICPAR
qualifications.

How to apply
for training
accreditation levels?
i.

Apply online (via the ICPAR
website) with the necessary attachments

ii. Fill in the template (using a
standard online application
form), as per the level applying
for.
iii. ICPAR will review and issue an
interim authority within one (1)
month of having received the
applicant’s request. The interim status granted to the training providers shall not exceed
six (6) months and in any case
shall not exceed one examination cycle of the ICPAR qualifications granted by the applicant.

Can foreign training
providers apply for
ICPAR accreditation?
Yes, all foreign training institutions operating outside Rwanda who fulfil the requirements
are eligible to apply for ICPAR
accreditation.

Are there fees
related to
accreditation?
Yes, all fees associated with the
accreditation are included in
ICPAR fees structure and can be
accessed via the institute website:
www.icparwanda.com
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How are the trainers
classified as per the
IAF?
Assistant Trainer
A trainer at this level is a beginner
with all the basic qualifications and
experiences to train ICPAR qualifications.

plicant’s request. The interim
status granted to the individual
trainer shall not exceed six (6)
months and in any case shall
not exceed one examination
cycle of the ICPAR qualifications granted by the applicant.
iv. Extension of Interim, rejection
or grant of accreditation

Certified Trainer
A trainer at this level has all the necessary qualifications/experiences
and has completed a training of
trainers (ToT) program organized
by ICPAR and certified as an ICPAR
Certified Trainer.
Senior Certified Trainer.
i.

A trainer at this level fulfils all
the requirements above and
is an ICPAR member in good
standing and demonstrates
experience of at least 3 years of
training professional courses;

ii. For other professionals, they
should be a member of a local/international
respective
professional body (ies). In the
absence of any professional
body, the trainer must demonstrate experience of at least 5
years of training professional
courses.

How do I apply to be a
Trainer?
i.

Apply online (via the ICPAR
website) with the necessary attachments

ii. Fill in the template (using a
standard online application
form), as per the level applying
for.
iii. ICPAR will review and issue
interim feedback within one
(1) month of receiving the ap-

When should I apply
for accreditation?
It is advisable that you look
through the requirements first, put
everything together and start the
application process when at least
most of the required documents
are at your disposal.

How do I pay for
the accreditation
service?
Like any other institute event,
payments are done directly to the ICPAR account No.
00040-0335616-29 in Bank of
Kigali or via MoMo by dialling
*182*8*1*009201# and then
following the prompts, which includes entering the amount, and
your momo pin to confirm payment.

Way forward
No single individual will be allowed to train any ICPAR qualification without first getting accredited. Similarly, Tuition Providers and
Examination Centers will have to
undergo through the same process.
For more information please
contact us at: accreditation@
icparwanda.com or call on +250
788394132.

october - december 2020

The 2020 IcpaR

Cpd Plan & Calendar

D

ue to the impact of Covid-19, several governments including the
Government of Rwanda took measures to contain the coronavirus pandemic, which included a complete halt on physical
gatherings. This resulted into the Institute having to postpone all of its
events that where due effective March 2020. While the restriction on
hotels appear to have been lifted, whilst ensuring that health guidelines
are adhered to including social distancing; the usual physical trainings
and workshops may still be affected by the Covid-19 impact.

To continue facilitating its stakeholders mainly members in the lifelong
learning journey via the Continuing Professional Development programme, ICPAR revised its 2020 calendar to include remote learning

via the use of webinars and other online platforms.
As this appears to be the new normal; the institute has therefore revised its 2020 calendar to suit the current business environment, whilst
continuing to serve the public interest.
Kindly be reminded that all members must attain at least 20 structured
CPD hours annually. Other CPD webinars/ events shall be added to the
calendar as soon as they are confirmed.
Please register for any CPD event that interests you, by clicking on
the provided link.

SCHEDULE OF CPD EVENTS FOR THE YEAR 2020
No

Date

Event

CPD Hrs.

Venue

Registration link

Price

1

23 - 24 January

The 9th Annual Tax workshop

14

Lemigo
Hotel

Physical

180,000 / 210,000 Rwf
Members/Non-Members

2

25th June

Budget review Webinar

2

Webinar

884 548 568#

Free

3

08 July

CAT Career Guidance

2

Webinar

https://bit.ly/2VQVDuL

Free

rd

th

th

4

14 July

The 2 Arrow Resilience Session

2

Webinar

https://bit.ly/2BJFaBO

Free

5

17th July

A new pearl of Africa: Two decades
of Rwanda’s transformation

2

Webinar

https://bit.ly/2ZLv0sr

Free

6

21st July

Lifestyle for all seasons

2

Webinar

https://bit.ly/32kwqNz

Free

7

24th July

Impact of Covid-19 on financial
reporting

2

Webinar

https://bit.ly/2CTE6eN

Free

8

12th – 14th August

Tutors Certification Workshop

8

Webinar

Link to be shared

Rwf 250,000 per attendant

9

27 – 28 August

5th ICPAR Bi-Annual Tax workshop

10

Webinar

Link to be shared

180,000 / 210,000 Rwf
Members/Non-Members

10

24th - 25th September

Practitioners /audit firms’
development workshop: Double
your income

7

Webinar

Link to be shared

150,000 Rwf

11

08th October

Communication and stakeholder
management

2

Webinar

Link to be shared

70,000 / 85,000
Rwf Members/Non-Members

12

15th October

Audit quality and Reporting –
Emerging issues in the Audit
Practice due to Covid -19 Pandemic

3

Webinar

https://bit.ly/2EQyK5v

105,000/ 125,000 Rwf
Members/Non-Members

13

22nd October

Technological revolutions:
disruptions and opportunities

2

Webinar

https://bit.ly/30KYQ1L

70,000 / 85,000
Rwf Members/Non-Members

14

29th October

Effective leadership in a crisis

2

Webinar

https://bit.ly/36Jhfzv

70,000 / 85,000
Rwf Members/Non-Members

15

05th November

Managing risk in a
digital world

2

Webinar

https://bit.ly/3dbKrRe

70,000 / 85,000
Rwf Members/Non-Members

16

18th – 20th November

The 9th ICPAR Virtual Annual
Training Conference

12

Webinar

https://bit.ly/36IGBO4

270,000 / 315,000 Rwf
Members/Non-Members

17

10th December

Tax planning in unprecedented
times

2

Webinar

https://bit.ly/2SCwsdv

70,000 / 85,000
Rwf Members/Non-Members

18

17th December

Business Advisory Success and the
ICPAR 2020 FireAwards

4

Webinar

https://bit.ly/3jI0zw9

140,000 /170,000
Rwf Members/Non-Members

nd

th

th

th

If you have any questions, please email us at: chris.twagirimana@icparwanda.com or call on +250 788 997 749
Disclaimer: The Secretariat reserves the right to amend this Schedule as it may deem appropriate.

CONTACT US;
10KG 686 ST, Kamutwa, Kacyiru | PO Box: 3213 Kigali
T: +250 784103930 | F: +250 280103930 | E: info@icparwanda.com | W: www.icparwanda.com

WhO WE arE
The Institute is the sole professional accountancy
organization established by law no. 11/2008 of 6th may
2008 with a broad mandate to grow and regulate the
accountancy profession

WhaT WE dO
We regulate the accountancy profession; We preserve
the integrity of the accounting profession; We promote
the competence and the capacities of our members.
We deliver accounting qualifications, programs
and examinations.We promote compliance with
professional standards

VISIOn
A strong, relevant and sustainable profession

mISSIOn
To build a strong and engaged professional
accountancy organization that anticipates stakeholder
expectations and acts in the public interest

Institute of Certified Public Accountants of Rwanda
10 KG 686 ST, Kamutwa, Kacyiru
PO Box: 3213 Kigali | T: +250 784103930 | F: +250 280103930
E: info@icparwanda.com
www.icparwanda.com

The 2021 IcpaR

Cpd Plan & Calendar

T

o continue facilitating its stakeholders mainly members in the
lifelong learning journey via the Continuing Professional Development programme, ICPAR adopted a hybrid 2021 calendar to
include remote learning via the use of webinars and other online platforms to complement in-person CPD events.
As this appears to be the new normal; the institute has therefore drafted a 2021 calendar to suit the current business environment, whilst con-

tinuing to serve the public interest.
Kindly be reminded that all members must attain at least 20 structured
and 20 unstructured CPD hours annually.
Please register for any CPD event that interests you, by clicking on
the provided link.

SCHEDULE OF CPD EVENTS FOR THE YEAR 2021
No

Date

Event

CPD
Hrs.

Venue

Registration link

Cost in Rwf
Members/
Nonmembers

1

21 - 22 January

The 10th Annual Tax workshop

14

Lemigo
Hotel

https://bit.ly/37sR3JO

180,000 / 210,000

2

11 - 12 February

Internal audit, ethics and risk management Seminar

14

TBC*

https://bit.ly/3mbQqJ1

180,000 / 210,000

3

25 February

Finance for non-finance managers webinar

2

Webinar

https://bit.ly/3dPb5zp

70,000 / 85,000

4

11 - 12 March

Updates on IFRS/IPSAS

14

TBC*

https://bit.ly/3dMaRJm

180,000 / 210,000

5

25 - 26 March

Organization design and development workshop

14

TBC*

https://bit.ly/3dNg8Ah

180,000 / 210,000

6

15 - 16 April

Planning, Budgeting and cost control for managers

14

TBC*

https://bit.ly/31v2ixF

180,000 / 210,000

7

28 - 29 April

Practitioners/ audit firms’ development webinar

8

TBC*

https://bit.ly/37tRwvA

Rwf 180,000 per
participant

8

06 - 07 May

Financial analysis and corporate valuation webinar

6

TBC*

https://bit.ly/34iHNWR

140,000 / 170,000

9

26 – 28 May

Economic & professional skills development Symposium

18

TBC*

https://bit.ly/37rDBWB

440,000 / 480,000

10

11 June

Fiscal year 2020/2021 Annual Budget Review Seminar:
Rwanda/ East Africa

2

Webinar

TBS*

70,000 / 85,000

11

15 - 16 July

Legislation and policy environment fundamentals.

8

Webinar

TBS*

180,000 / 210,000

12

29 - 30 July

6th ICPAR Bi-Annual Tax workshop

14

Webinar

TBS*

180,000 / 210,000

13

12 - 13 August

Sustainability Reporting in the Public Sector Seminar

14

TBC*

TBS*

180,000 / 210,000

14

26 August

Artificial Intelligence, Ethics and Governance: Harnessing
the full potential value of IA

4

Webinar

TBS*

105,000/ 125,000

15

09 - 10 September

Stakeholder relations and partnership management

14

TBC*

TBS*

180,000 / 210,000

16

23 - 24 September

Updates on International Standards on Auditing (ISAs):
Audit quality assurance workshop

14

TBC*

TBS*

180,000 / 210,000

17

07 - 08 October

In-depth IFRS for banks & other financial institutions
webinar

6

Webinar

TBS*

140,000 / 170,000

18

21 October

Managing cyber risk in an interconnected world

4

Webinar

TBS*

105,000/ 125,000

19

04 - 05 November

Public and economic policy analysis webinar

6

Webinar

TBS*

140,000 / 170,000

20

17 – 19 November

The 10 ICPAR Annual Training Conference

20

TBC*

TBS*

490,000 / 530,000

21

09 December

Fraud: Management and auditors’ role in combating
corruption and fraud

4

Webinar

TBS*

105,000/ 125,000

22

16 – 17 December

1st leadership and Customer service workshop

14

TBC*

TBS*

180,000 / 210,000

th

TBC* - To Be Confirmed. | TBS* - To Be Shared.
For further information, please email us at: chris.twagirimana@icparwanda.com | rosemary.murungi@icparwanda.com
or call us on: +250 788 997 749 | +250 783 935 068.
Disclaimer: The Secretariat reserves the right to amend this Schedule as it may deem appropriate.

CONTACT US;
10KG 686 ST, Kamutwa, Kacyiru | PO Box: 3213 Kigali
T: +250 784103930 | F: +250 280103930 | E: info@icparwanda.com | W: www.icparwanda.com
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